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Abstract: One of the most serious difficulties encountered during the estimation of results of various
methods of methane drainage from coal seams is the determination of the initial condition of the analysed
coal seam prior to commencement of the actual process of methane drainage. It is well known that the
exploitation operation in adjacent coal seams, as well as preparatory works in the analysed seam may
significantly modify the original state of methane adsorption in that seam, as well as influence the distribution of pore pressure and saturation of its natural fractures with fluids (gas, water). This state is of
dynamic nature and depends on a long and complex history of the mining activity in the analysed facility
and its surrounding. Detailed specification of the above condition is usually replaced by qualitative and
very approximate models, which does not allow for consideration of the process preceding the methane
drainage. The subject of the paper is the quantitative evaluation of the initial conditions for a coal seam
with the use of dedicated simulation models of the analysed seam along with its broad surroundings.
Results of this modelling including modifications of appropriate transport parameters of layers between
the seams and their influence on detailed distribution of pore pressures, levels of methane desorption
from the coal matrix, directions of reservoir fluids flow (methane, water) and saturation with these fluids
in natural fractures of the selected seam, as well as in the pores of overburden and underburden rocks will
be thoroughly analysed for determination of spacious and temporal effects of the mining activities in
terms of their influence on the selected seam.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Polish coal mines have been extended to ever deeper levels (Annual Report...). As the
depth of these seams increases, the amount of the methane adsorbed in them increases
as well (Global methane and the coal industry, Krause et al.). That causes exploitation
problems limiting the effective time of exploitation in favour of the procedures of
methane removal from (ventilation of) mines, also causing serious explosive hazards
(Szlązak et al.). A possible solution of these problems is methane drainage of coal
seams prior to mining activities (Economic Commission for Europe). These methods
involve use of special, typically stimulated boreholes in such seams (Karacan et al.
Moore, Lin and Shen, Shen et al., Yan et al., Logan et al., Fourney et al.). The need
for them, the density of the performed borehole grid, and particular stimulation techniques are strongly dependent on the initial conditions of these seams, i.e. the conditions before starting the methane drainage process. These conditions, and, in particular, the distribution of pore pressure, fluid saturations and, consequently, the amount
of the adsorbed methane is significantly influenced by the presence of adjacent, previously exploited coal seams, as well as the existence of structures allowing for access to
these seams (such as gate roads). The changes of pressure and saturations result from
fluid flow determined by two factors: (i) pressure gradients induced by exploited
zones of highly reduced (atmospheric) pressure and (ii) enhanced transport properties
of the analysed seam and other rock layers separating neighbouring seams. The latter
are determined by the changes of rock geomechanical state (Kabiesz, Makówka).
This paper presents simulation results of reservoir fluids (water and methane) migration occurring in coal structures performed on a realistic model of one of the coal
seams currently planned to be exploited by a national coal company (GasDrain). These
results indicate the size of a typical effect of methane drainage and pressure reduction in
the analysed seam due to the presence of adjacent, previously exploited seams and
other exploitation elements. The size of this effect is strongly dependent upon transport and adsorption properties of coal seams themselves, as well as rocks separating
these seams.
This study used Schlumberger software for seam modelling and simulations. In
particular, VisageTM (Visage) for geomechanical simulations and EclipseTM (Eclipse) for
reservoir fluid (methane and water) dynamic simulations. VisageTM is a general purpose
geomechanical simulator which in particular can be applied to coal structures. EclipseTM
is a compositional 3D flow reservoir simulator which was originally designed for petroleum structures. However, for several years it has been supplemented by additional specialized modules that cover modelling of all significant mechanisms occurring in coal
structures including multiple porosity of coal, methane desorption/adsorption on coal
matrix and gas diffusion to natural fracture network. The following coupled simulation
procedure using these simulators was applied: first the distributions of geomechanical
parameters (stress and strain) were calculated by VisageTM and the modification of
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transport properties (permeability and diffusion time) were determined. Then, based
on obtained results the flow simulations including desorption, diffusion, and viscose
flow were performed by EclipseTM.
2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SIMULATION MODELS
The studies constituting the subject of this paper were performed with the use of
simulations of the phenomena occurring in coal seams conducted on a model of a selected, real structure. These studies used full 3-dimensional geological and geomechanical models of the structure constructed before and presented in the previous paper (Szott et al. 2018). The primary geomechanical state (distribution of stress and
strain) of the structure was determined there. That strain was incorporated in initial
geomechanical state of the structure before exploitation activities as shown below. For
flow studies a 2-dimensional model of this structure corresponding to its vertical cross
section and including three coal seams: the one under analysis as well as two adjacent
ones - one located above and the other located below the analysed one - and separated
from it by shale rocks was constructed. It is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Vertical, transvers cross-section through the analysed coal seam structure

Significant properties of coal seams (porosity, permeability of fractures, characteristics of methane desorption from coal matrix, coefficient of diffusion from matrix to
fractures, matrix-fracture coupling coefficient) were taken from real measurement data
performed on coal samples from the tested seams (Kędzior, Krooss et al.). Heterogeneity of porosity and permeability distributions was taken into account with average
values of  = 0.039, kh = 0.27 mD, kv = 0.076 mD. The diffusion constant value was
D = 8 × 10–6 m2/d while the matrix-fractures coupling coefficient was  = 1200 m–2.
Typical linear relationships were assumed for relative permeabilities as functions of
fluid saturations in coal fractures. Due to the lack of measurement data for basic transport properties of shale layers, uniform values determined in adjacent structures were
assumed: porosity  = 0.01, horizontal permeability kh = 0.2 mD, vertical permeability
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kv = 0.002 mD. In cases analysed below, these parameters were subjected to variations
in wide ranges. For relative permeabilities krg/w, of gas/water in the shale layers, typical parabolic dependencies were assumed as functions of relevant saturations Sg/w with
varying critical saturations of Sgcr/Swcr (their base values are Sgcr = 0.2 and Swcr = 0.2).
Original distribution of isotropic horizontal permeability in the model of the analysed
structure is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Horizontal permeability distribution in vertical, transvers cross-section
through the analysed coal structure

Initial conditions
The balanced, hydrostatic distribution of pressure in the structure and 100% saturation of water in fractures of coal seams and pores of separating layers (shales) were
assumed as the initial conditions.
Boundary conditions
The lack of flow at boundaries of the model as well as normal pressure in the exploited zones were assumed as boundary conditions – depending on the case, it concerns the exploited part of the upper or lower seam as well as the gate roads.
Transport properties from geomechanical state
Transport properties of the analysed seam and its neighbouring shale layers were
modified due to their resultant geomechanical state caused by exploitation activities in
the neighbouring seams and the analysed seam itself as given below.
It was assumed that most important variations of the transport properties concerned
the diffusion time and permeability modifications, and two distinct zones of geomechanical effects were considered: (i) an intact coal zone with continuous changes in
stress and strain redistribution and a (ii) rock (coal) failure zone that was identified by
the failure index from the geomechanical modelling.
In the intact coal zone, the permeability modifications were calculated according to
the Kozeny Carman model (Bear) as a function of the volumetric strain due to the
presence of the exploitation activities:
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where: ki – modified permeability in the i-th main direction, k0i – initial permeability
in the i-th main direction,  – modified porosity, 0 – initial porosity,  – change in
porosity,  – volumetric strain due exploitation, and  – Biot’s coefficient – after
(Szott et al. 2018).
In the intact coal zone no variations of cleats density and, consequently, of diffusion time was assumed. In the failure zone, the permeability modifications were calculated according to the Durucan and Shi model (Shi, Durucan) as a function of the
diagonal stress components:
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where: ki – modified permeability in the i-th main direction, k0i – initial permeability
in the i-th main direction, c – permeability compressibility, j – change in the effective stress in the j-th main direction, and ij – Kronecker delta.
It is worth noting that modified permeabilities depend on the changes of stress values rather than their absolute values.
In the failure zone, the cleat density and corresponding diffusion time clearly decreased yet no measurements of these variations were available for the analysed
structure. It was, however, observed that crushed coal matrix releases adsorbed methane
in hours rather than days. Therefore, a reduction of those parameters by approximate
factor of one hundred was assumed that corresponds to the diffusion time of ca. 1 day. It
was checked that further reduction of the diffusion time did not result in a noticeable
variation of the reservoir fluid dynamics in the analysed time scale of months and
years rather than days.
3. IMPACT OF THE EXPLOITED SEAMS ON THE PRESSURE AND CONTENT
OF RESERVOIR FLUIDS IN THE ANALYSED COAL SEAM
Two cases of the model were considered, assuming the presence of the exploited zone
in the coal seam located above or below the analysed one. A typical width of this zone
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(hereafter called a production zone) was assumed as 200 m and a total width of the
seam as 400 m.
Results for exploitation of the seam located above

The case with the exploited zone in the seam located above was considered as a base
case. Geomechanical simulations for this case showed no failure zones either in the
shale layers or the analysed coal seam. The variations of the volumetric strain for this
case is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Volumetric strain distribution in vertical,
transvers cross-section through the analysed coal structure. Base case

Modified horizontal permeability distribution resulting from the above volumetric
strain according to the correlation presented above is shown in Fig. 4. Analogous
modified distribution was obtained for vertical permeability.

Fig. 4. Horizontal permeability distribution in vertical
cross-section through the analysed coal structure. Base case

The presence of the exploited seam was modelled by a normal pressure at its bottom that results in the creation of a pressure gradient causing the migration of reservoir fluids upwards. This flow covers not only the analysed coal seam, but also the
layers located below. Firstly, this migration concerns the water originally filling the
fractures of the coal seam as well as pores of the separating rocks. In the analysed coal
seam, the outflow of water practically disappeared after about 200 d, which is shown
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in Fig. 5, where this outflow was normalized to the unit area of the analysed seam
contact with adjacent layers. In the subsequent period, the water outflow from that
seam is compensated by its inflow from the layers located below. As a result, the water recovery coefficient in the analysed seam is stabilized at the level of approx. 2%
(Fig. 6).

Fig. 5. The outflow of water from the analysed
coal seam and the seam located below.
Base case

Fig. 6. The water recovery coefficient in the analysed
coal seam and the seam located below.
Base case

Fig. 7. The desorption and the outflow of methane
from the analysed seam and the underlying seam.
Base case

Fig. 8. The methane recovery coefficient
in the analysed seam and the underlying seam.
Base case

The pressure drop in the analysed coal seam causes the methane desorption from
the coal matrix and its flow to the seam fractures and then through the fractures to the
shale rocks located above. This process is presented in Fig. 7, where the intensity of
desorption and the size of methane outflow from the analysed coal seam is shown as
a function of time. These values reached the maximum after approx. 100 d from the
start of migration and then they gradually reduced. Relatively small difference in the
total desorption and outflow of methane from the analysed seam corresponds to small
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(2%) gas saturation of its fractures. The final (after 11 years = 4017 d) methane recovery coefficient in the analysed seam caused by the presence of the exploited zone in
the seam located above reaches 15% (Fig. 8).
The detailed pressure distribution in a middle layer of the analysed seam is presented in Fig. 9 for the horizontal cross-section A-A (defined in Fig. 1) as well as in
Fig. 10 for the vertical cross-section B-B (Fig. 1) through the entire model.

Fig. 9. The pressure distribution in a middle layer
of the analysed seam (in horizontal cross-section
A-A) for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., 11 years after the end
of exploitation of the seam located above

Fig. 10. The pressure distribution in a middle layer
of the analysed seam (in the vertical cross-section
A-A) for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., 11 years after the end
of the exploitation of the seam located above

The detailed distribution of free gas (methane) saturation within a middle layer of
the analysed seam is presented in Fig. 11 for the horizontal cross-section A-A as well
as in Fig. 12 for the vertical cross-section B-B through the entire model.

Fig. 11. The free gas saturation distribution
within a middle layer of the analysed seam
(in the horizontal cross-section A-A)
for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., 11 years after the end
of the exploitation of the seam located above

Fig. 12. The free gas saturation distribution
within a middle layer of the analysed seam
(in the vertical cross-section B-B)
for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., 11 years after the end
of the exploitation of the seam located above
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Detailed distribution of pressure as well as the reservoir fluids saturations across
the entire model is presented in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. The distribution of pressure (a) and saturation of free reservoir fluids – gas (b) and water (c)
in the vertical, transverse cross-section of the analysed structure. Base case.
Results after t = 11 years (4017 d) after the end of exploitation of the seam located above

Results for exploitation of the seam located below

For comparative purposes, an analogical simulation was performed for the case
with the exploited zone in the seam located below. Geomechanical simulations for this
case also showed no failure zones either in the shale layers or the analysed coal seam.
As in the previous case no failure zones were obtained in this case. The variations of
the volumetric strain for this case is shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14. Volumetric strain distribution in vertical,
transvers cross-section through the analysed coal structure. Case of exploitation seam below

Modified horizontal permeability distribution resulting from the above volumetric
strain according to the correlation presented above is shown in Fig. 15. Analogous
modified distribution was obtained for vertical permeability.
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Fig. 15. Horizontal permeability distribution in vertical,
transvers cross-section through the analysed coal structure.
Case of exploitation seam below

The presence of the exploited seam was modelled by a normal pressure at its top
that results in the creation of a pressure gradient acting against the natural effect of
buoyancy force for gas and enhancing natural gravitational forces for water. As a result, more intensive outflow of water from the analysed seam compared to the previous case occurs (Fig. 16). As a result, the degree of water depletion from fractures of
the analysed seam is significantly higher compared to the previous case and reaches
almost 50% (Fig. 17).

Fig. 16. The outflow of water
from the analysed seam.
The result of exploitation of the adjacent seams
(located above or below)

Fig. 17. The recovery coefficient of water
in the analysed seam.
The result of exploitation of the adjacent seam
(located above or below)

The outflow of methane from the analysed seam is characterized also by a different
time profile compared to the base case (Fig. 18). In turn, the methane recovery coefficient is approximately equal to the one for the base case and it amounts to almost 17%
at the end of the simulated period (Fig. 19).
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Fig. 18. The outflow of methane
from the analysed seam.
The result of exploitation of the adjacent seam
(located above or below)
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Fig. 19. The methane recovery factor
in the analysed coal seam.
The result of exploitation of the adjacent seam
(located above or below)

4. THE ANALYSIS OF MAIN RESULTS SENSITIVITY
WITH RESPECT TO THE PROPERTIES
OF ROCKS SEPARATING THE SEAMS
Due to incomplete information concerning the basic transport properties of shale layers separating coal seams, the analysis of sensitivity of the basic simulation results for
changes of these properties was performed. Three parameters with potentially highest
influence on the results of the simulations were considered:
 vertical permeability of shales–variability within the range of kv = 0.02–
0.0002 mD,
 critical gas saturation in shales–variability within the range of Sgcr = 0.1–0.3,
 critical water saturation in shales–variability within the range of Swcr = 0.1–0.3.
The remaining characteristics of the model corresponded to the base case (with the
production zone in the seam located above).
Sensitivity due to kv

The value of the vertical permeability of shales significantly influences the
changes of pressure and fluid saturations in the analysed seam. Its increase to the
value of kv = 0.02 mD causes a significant increase of methane outflow from the analysed seam (Fig. 20), which results in relatively high degree of methane recovery coefficient depletion of the seam amounting to 55% at the end of the simulated period
(Fig. 21). On the other hand, the reduction of the vertical permeability to the value of
kv = 0.0002 mD significantly reduces the methane outflow (Fig. 20) as well as its recovery coefficient (Fig. 21) with the final value of 4%.
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Fig. 20. The outflow of methane
Fig. 21. The methane recovery coefficient
from the analysed seam and the seam located below. in the analysed seam and the seam located below.
Dependency on vertical permeability, kv,
Dependency on vertical permeability, kv,
of separating layers
of separating layers

Sensitivity due to Sgcr

The value of a critical gas saturation in shales has significantly smaller impact on
changes of the pressure and gas saturation in the analysed seam, especially in the initial
phase of the reservoir fluids migration. These changes result in relatively small differences in methane outflow from the analysed coal seam (Fig. 22) which entails also relatively small changes of the methane recovery coefficient of the seam (Fig. 23).

Fig. 22. The outflow of methane
Fig. 23. The methane recovery coefficient
from the analysed seam and the seam located below. in the analysed seam and the seam located below.
Dependency on the residual gas saturation, Sgcr,
Dependency on the residual gas saturation, Sgcr,
in separating layers
in separating layers

Sensitivity due to Swcr

The changes of the critical water saturation, Swcr in shales in the specified range has
practically no effect on the distribution of pressure and reservoir fluids saturations
within the entire volume of the analysed structure. It results from the fact related to the
initial condition for reservoir fluids saturation – both fractures of the coal seams and
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pores of the shale rocks are completely saturated with water so that their transport
properties are only slightly dependent on Swcr.
5. THE IMPACT OF GATE ROADS ON THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
AND CONTENT OF RESERVOIR FLUIDS
The presence of the exploited coal seams in vicinity of the analysed seam may influence
the condition of this seam in extremely diverse way. This influence depends mostly on the
proximity of the exploited seams as well as detailed transport properties of layers separating these seams from the analysed one, which was presented in the above analysis. In
case of large distances and low permeabilities of separating rocks, this influence can be
even completely neglected. Contrary to the above situation, gate roads are always present
in the coal seam to be exploited. By definition they are in a direct contact with the exploited zone of the seam and their impact is not dependent on the presence and properties
of the separating rocks. Moreover, direct contacts of gate roads with the analysed zone of
the seam may cause, and usually causes, the geomechanical disturbances of this zone.
Geomechanical simulations for this case resulted in the occurrence of failure zones in the
direct neighbourhood of gate roads as shown in Fig. 24a.

Fig. 24. Distribution of failure zones (a) and volumetric strain (b) in vertical,
transvers cross-section through the analysed coal structure around a gate road

Fig. 25. Changes of main stress tensor components in vertical,
transvers cross-section through the analysed coal structure around a gate road
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The presence of gate roads caused volumetric strain modifications as shown in
Fig. 24b, and changes of the stress tensor as shown in Fig. 25.
Resulting permeability distribution modifications were obtained by applying appropriate correlations given above. Modified permeability distributions are shown in
Fig. 26.

Fig. 26. Permeability vector distributions in vertical,
transvers cross-section through the analysed coal structure around a gate road

Another characteristic property of exploitation structures taken into account in the
model is time of their influence on the analysed seam. This time amounts usually to
years for the adjacent exploited seams and to months for the gate roads. In the results
of the simulations presented below, there were assumed 5 years of influence of the
adjacent seams before the occurrence and start of the influence of the gate roads.
Presence of the gate roads causes the occurrence of high horizontal pressure gradients (Fig. 27) in the zone of the analysed coal seam planned to be exploited. They are
responsible for fluids flow to these gate roads and this flow is stable over time. On the
other hand, vertical gradients of pressure are subject to a more complex change. In the

Fig. 27. The pressure distribution in a middle layer
of the analysed zone (in horizontal cross-section
A-A) for n = 1, 2, ..., 6 years
after the completion of the gate roads

Fig. 28. The pressure distribution in the model
of the analysed structure (in vertical cross-section
B-B) for n = 1, 2, ..., 6 years
after the completion of the gate roads
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middle of the analysed zone, these gradients does not change directions, but are reduced within and above the analysed zone as well as increased (especially in the initial
period) below this zone (Fig. 28).
In the gate roads and their vicinity, the vertical pressure gradients change their directions, causing the fluid flow to gate roads both from the above and below located
layers (Figs. 29 and 30).

Fig. 29. The pressure distribution in the model
of the analysed structure (in vertical cross-section
C-C) for n = 1, 2, ..., 6 years
after the completion of the gate roads

Fig. 30. The pressure distribution in the model
of the analysed structure (in vertical cross-section
D-D) for n = 1, 2, ..., 6 years
after the completion of the gate roads

Changes of reservoir fluid saturations are also reported that affects fluids relative
permeabilities. The gas saturation increases (and water saturation decreases) in the
analysed seam (Fig. 31) especially in its top layers (Figs. 32 and 33).

Fig. 31. The gas saturation distribution
Fig. 32. The gas saturation distribution
in a middle layer of the analysed zone (in horizontal in the model of the analysed structure (in vertical
cross-section A-A) for n = 1, 2, ..., 6 years
cross-section B-B) for n = 1, 2, …, 6 years
after the completion of the gate roads
after the completion of the gate roads
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Fig. 33. The gas saturation distribution in the model of the analysed structure
(in vertical cross-section C-C) for n = 1, 2, ..., 6 years
after the completion of the gate roads

As a result of the above changes of both factors (pressure gradients and reservoir
fluid saturations), the presence of the gate roads causes initially a rapid outflow of gas
as well as water from the analysed zone to the gate roads (Figs. 34 and 35). Flow of
gas between the analysed zone and the layers located above initially changes the direction (inflow of gas to the zone takes place) and restores the original direction of
outflow after several hundred of days. This outflow significantly decreases, however,
by the end of the analysed period, the share of horizontal flows (to the gate roads) in
the gas drainage of the analysed zone predominates over the share of vertical flows (to
the upper layers) – Fig. 34. In the case of water, its outflow from the analysed zone to
the gate roads (Fig. 35) is also predominant at first, but after a few years the direction
of water flow changes (net inflow of water to the analysed zone) due to the predominant contribution of the layers located both above and (especially) below the
analysed seam (Figs. 35 and 37).

Fig. 34. The outflow of gas from the seam zone
planned for exploitation

Fig. 35. The outflow of water from the seam zone
planned for exploitation
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Fig. 36. The outflow of gas from the seam zone
planned for exploitation to separating layers
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Fig. 37. The outflow of water from the seam zone
planned for exploitation to separating layers.

The flows described above result in a significant increase in the recovery coefficient of both gas (Fig. 38) and water (Fig. 39) in the zone planned for exploitation of
the analysed coal seam. The gas recovery coefficient amounts to 40% after one year
(t = 6 years from the beginning of the analysis) of the gate roads influence and exceeds
60% after 6 years (t = 11 years from the beginning of the analysis). On the other hand,
the water recovery coefficient of water depletion amounts to approx. 22% after the
year of the gate roads influence and reaches 30% after 6 years.

Fig. 38. The gas (methane) recovery coefficient
in the zone planned for exploitation
of the analysed coal seam

Fig. 39. The water recovery coefficient
in the zone planned for exploitation
of the analysed coal seam

It should be emphasized that the gas outflow (methane drainage) of the zone
planned for exploitation in the analysed seam is the sole effect of the gas desorption
process from the coal matrix of this zone, which in turn is a delayed (due to the
finite diffusion time) function of pressure reduction in the zone. Detailed, strongly
heterogeneous distribution of this pressure and distribution of reservoir fluids are
shown in Fig. 40. The average value of this pressure decreases over time as shown in
Fig. 41.
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Fig. 40. The distribution of pressure (a) and saturation of free reservoir fluids – gas (b)
and water (c) – in the vertical, transverse cross-section of the analysed structure.
The case with the exploited seam located above and presence of the gate roads.
Results after 1 year from the completion of the gate roads, after 6 years of analysis

Fig. 41. The change of average pressure with time in the zone
planned for exploitation of the analysed seam

Water drainage of the zone planned for exploitation in the analysed seam is slightly
dependent on the pressure (due to low compressibility of water) and it is mainly a function of water saturation in the fractures of the zone.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of an example of a realistic structure of coal seams, the possibility of
performing a detailed quantitative evaluation of pressure and reservoir fluids distributions in a selected coal seam caused by the exploitation activities in neighbouring
seams as well as preparation works (gate roads) in the selected seam was presented.
For this purpose, simulation models that take into account the analysed coal seam
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together with adjacent seams and the layers separating these seams are found of practical value. Simulations of these models have to include all the basic processes that
occur in the analysed structure as a consequence of the exploitation activities, i.e., the
desorption of methane from the coal matrix, its diffusion to the system of fractures of
coal seam and viscous, two-phase gas and water flow in the system of these fractures
as well as in the porous medium of rocks separating coal seams. The results of such
simulations turn out to be strongly depend on the geometry and properties of all the
component of the structure.
The detailed simulation results obtained for the structure under the study allow us
to formulate the following conclusions and remarks:
 taking into account the existence of exploitation structures in coal seams is crucial to correctly determine the initial condition of the analysed coal seam prior
to the start of the proper process of methane drainage - the presence of such
structures may result in up to 50% reduction of methane content in the analysed
seam,
 conducted simulations indicate the dominant influence of the presence of gate
roads in the coal seam on the state of its initial pressure distribution and methane
drainage - the key parameters for a correct description of the occurring phenomena are: parameters of the methane desorption process (desorption isotherm) in
coal matrix, time of diffusion from the matrix to coal fractures and their permeability; it should be noted that values of diffusion time and permeability of
fractures are functions of the geo-mechanical state of the analysed seam which
may be significantly disturbed by the presence of exploitation structures, in particular, gate roads,
 the presence of exploited, adjacent coal seams may also influence the condition
of initial pressure distribution and methane content of the analysed seam to an
extent depending on the parameters of the structure, in particular its geometry
and transport properties of the rocks separating coal seams - its quantitative assessment requires rather detailed knowledge of these properties and may lead to
a very complex character of the reservoir fluids flow (in particular, partial reversal of flow directions),
 in order to precisely take into account the influence of the exploitation structures on the condition of pressure distribution and methane drainage in the
coal seam, it is necessary to take into account the full, detailed history of the
exploitation of previously exploited, adjacent seams and other exploitation
structures.
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